FDETEC joins VMware IT Academy, promises to expand their cloud and virtualization offer to their current and future students

Who we are
FDETEC is a vocational training center, in Ecuador, that specializes in Information Technology.

The VMware IT Academy program was selected for its structured content and recognized curricula of international certifications. Additionally, it gives us access to the different resources that we need to help us prepare our students for high demand jobs by giving them with the required skills for working with virtualization and the cloud.”

Marcelo Vinicio Núñez, FDETEC President
The experience
By using the Virtual VMware IT Academy Day model allowed the university to quickly host sessions where students learned cloud and virtualization concepts.

VMware IT Academy Day Assistant
“Having participated in Ecuador’s first VITA Day, organized by FDETEC, opened the door to a lot of virtualization knowledge that was beyond my reach. On top of that, thanks to my post-webinar effort, I was able to get an official digital badge from VMware that certifies my acquired knowledge. Thank you, VMware, and FDETEC for giving me this opportunity.”

VMware IT Academy Day Assistant
“I was uncertain about signing up for Ecuador’s first VITA Day, organized by FDETEC, as I had never attended an online event where new knowledge in virtualization was taught. FDETEC’s Virtual VMware IT Academy Day exceeded my expectations. I learned a lot and also got the opportunity to obtain an official digital badge from VMware.”

VMware IT Academy Day Assistant
“My experience was very satisfying because I was able to learn about the solutions from the global virtualization and cloud leader. I also learned the way to specialize through the different international-level certifications. Thank you, VMware, and FDETEC for hosting these events.”